Funds2Orgs is a Social Enterprise that offers real, relevant fundraising strategies that are proven to have a vertical humanitarian impact. Our model offers three compelling impacts.

1. Provides Non-Profits and the ability to raise funds by carrying out peer to peer engagement strategies.

2. Creates and sustains micro-enterprise opportunities for low income entrepreneurs in developing nations.

3. Dramatically reduces the impact of post-consumer waste in Americas landfills.
A social enterprise betters the world by:

- Creating jobs for people that would otherwise not have one.
- Reinvesting profits into communities.
- Protecting the environment.
Domestic organizations collect worn shoes that are picked up by Funds2Orgs and sent to hub operators in developing nations.

Hub operators pay Funds2Orgs an operating fee and then sell the shoes to local vendors with a small markup.

Vendors clean and repair the shoes to good quality and begin to sell for a profit.
Impact on Landfills

600 Million Pairs of American shoes end up in landfills annually.

RepurPosing Shoes
By harvesting these unused pairs and repurposing them in micro-business

The average American
Owns 10 pairs
most sit in closets and the next stop is the landfill
Next Steps

City Wide Recycling/repurposing opportunities

School Programs, education opportunities

Civic group engagements
Thank you